It has recently been shown that a Banach space enjoys the weak fixed point property if it is eo-inquadrate for some EO < 2 and has WORTH; that is, if X ,~O then, llxn -XI -llxn + x / -+ 0, for all x. U' e establish the stronger conclusion of weak normal structure under the substantially weaker assumption that the space has WORTH and is 'eo-inquadrate in every direction' for some EO < 2 .
A Banach space X is said to have the weak fixed poznt property if whenever C is a nonempty weak compact convex subset of X and T : C -+ C is a nonexpansive mapping; (that is, JITx -T y J < Jlx -yl for all x, y E C ) , then T has a fixed point in C .
It is well known that if X fails to have the weak fixed point property then it fails to have weak normal structure; that is, X contains a weak compact convex subset C with more than one point which is diametral in the sense that, for all x E C sup{lly-X I : y E C ) =: diamC := sup{Jly -t J J : y, t E C ) .
Further, if X fails to have weak normal structure then there exists a sequence, (x,) , satisfying; and for C := ~{ x ,
: n E N) (s2) lim 1Jx -x n / = dianiC = 1, for all x E C. n That is, (2,) is a non-constant weak null sequence which is 'diameterising' for its closed convex hull. In particular, since 0 E C , we have llxnl -+ 1.
Details of these and related results may be found in the monograph by Goebel := i n f { l -!~y + --~~( : llyll < l a n d 2 llxll
We refer to 6 (~, x) as the modulus of convexity in the direction x . X is uniformly convex in every direction (UCED) if 6 (~, x ) > 0 , for all x # 0 and all E > 0 (Day,
James and Swaminathan [2]).
T h e modulus of convexity of X is given by
and X is uniformly convex if 6 (~) > 0 , for all E > 0 .
Following Day, given EO E (0, 21 we say X is co-inquadrate if 6 (~o )
By analogue with this last definition, for EO E (0, 21 we shall say X is EO-inquadrate in every direction if ~( E o ,
It is readily verified that X is eo-inquadrate in every direction if and only if whenever limsupn J ( x n J ( < 1 , limsup, ( x , + Xnx/J < 1, and l x n + ( X n / 2 ) x -1 we have limsup, / A n llxl/ < E O .
Note there are also the weaker notions, of X being EO-inquadrate in some subset of directions, a n d for each x # 0 there being an E, E 10, 2) with 6 (~, , x) > 0 , however; these will not concern us.
Garkavi [ 5 ]
showed that spaces which are UCED have weak normal structure and hence enjoy the weak fixed point property. An essentially similar argument establishes the result for spaces which are EO-inquadrate in every direction for some E O E (0, 1 ) .
To see this, suppose that X fails weak normal structure and so contains a sequence (2,) satisfying ( S l ) and (S2). Choose m so that / x , 11 > EO , then putting x = x, we have x n --t 1 , / ( x n -x i ( -1 and, since 0 E C , so x/2 E C , (12, -x / 2 ( / -1 contradicting the assumption that X is EO-inquadrate in every direction.
In general the situation when 1 < so < 2 remains unresolved, even in the EOinquadrate case.
Two other 'classical' conditions known to be sufficient for weak normal structure are:
(1) The condition of Opial, whenever x , z 0 and x # 0 we have limsup I a n ( < limsup / x n -2 1 1 n n T h e conditition was introduced by Opial Gossez and Lami Dozo [B] showed that Opial's condition follows from the nonstrict version in the presence of uniform convexity, however a careful reading of their argument establishes the following. We give a direct and elementary proof that the stronger conclusion of weak normal structure follows from the substantially weaker premises of WORTH and €0-inquadrate in every direction for some €0 < 2 . That eo-inquadrate in every direction is genuinely weaker than €0-inquadrate follows since spaces which are €0-inquadrate, for an EO such that whenever X ,~O , ((x,(( -+ 1 and liminf, llx, -XI/ < 1 we have llxll < k .
Note: By considering subsequences we see that the property remains unaltered if in the definition we replace lim inf by lim sup. Property (k) is an interesting condition which clearly exposes the uniformity in Opial's condition. Indeed Opial's condition corresponds to propery (k) with k = 0 .
PROPOSITION 4 .
If X has property (k) then X has weak normal structure.
PROOF: Suppose X fails weak normal structure, then there is a sequence (x,) satisfying ( S l ) and (S2). Choosing m sufficiently large so that Ilx,jl > k (see the remark following S2) and taking x := x, we have that property (k) is contradicted by the sequence (2,).
II
We now turn to conditions sufficient for property (k), and hence also for weak normal structure.
PROPOSITION 5 .
If X is E~-U R R , for some €0 E ( 0 , l ) then X has property (k).
PROOF: Suppose x ,~o , / x , / -+ 1 and limsup, Ix, -xll < 1 . Choose m so that Iix, > € 0 , then, since liminf, llx, -x, 11 3 llxm 11, we may extract a subsequence, which we continue to denote by (x,,), with /(x, -xmli > EO for all n . Continuing in this way we obtain a subsequence, still denoted by (x,), with sep (x,) > €0. But, then 2, -x-%x is a sequence in the unit ball with a separation constant greater than € 0 and so /lxi < 1 -6, where t 5 is given by the definition of €0-URR. Thus X has property (k) wit11 k = 1 -6 . O PROPOSITION 6 . If X is ~0-inquadrate in every direction for some € 0 E ( 0 , l ) and satisfies the non-strict Opial condition then X has property (k). 
0
The case when X is EO-inquadrate in every direction for an EO E [1,2) is handled by the following proposition which in conjunction with proposition 3 yields our main result.
PROPOSITION 7.
If X is EO-inquadrate in every direction for some EO E (0, 2) and has WORTH then X has property (k). We close by noting that many spaces have WORTH, including all Banach lattices which are 'weakly orthogonal' in the sense introduced by Borwein and Sims [I] . In particular for 0 < a < 1 the space Cz with the equivalent norm l i~l l := max{a 11x1 , 11x1 ,..)
